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The Kremlin's efforts to suppress Judaism are well known. During the 1920s the communist regime closed synagogues, frequently transform ing them into workers' clubs; forbade the publication of prayer books and other religious texts; outlawed the teaching of and publishing in He brew; shut the doors of religious schools and rabbinical seminaries; and harassed, hounded, and often arrested rabbis. In addition, the authori ties made it difficult for Jews to observe the Sabbath and other religious holidays, and, to spearhead the campaign against Judaism, they published antireligious works.1
Recent scholarship on the history and culture of Soviet Jewry has ex panded on the work of a previous generation of scholars to provide a fuller picture of the efforts by party and government activists to secularize Soviet Jewish society as a prelude to the building of socialism in the first decade or so of communist rule. Along with coercion and repression, the communist regime also employed "softer" measures such as the printed word and visual imagery to undermine the hold that Judaism had on most of the nearly two and a half million Jews then living under Soviet power. Many people tend to view Soviet Jews of the 1920s as victims of an unre lenting and vicious government program to snuff out their religious life and culture. Yet many Soviet Jews championed the communist cause and ea gerly participated in the campaign against Judaism.2 To use Yuri Slezkine's elegant formulation: "In Soviet Russia, young Jews had, in fact, grabbed the 'rings attached to heaven and earth' and pulled heaven down to earth The author thanks the following friends and colleagues for their valuable comments and insights: Laurie Bernstein, Nathaniel Deutsch, Bruce Grant, Adele Lindenmeyr, Gary Marker, Louise McReynolds, Ben Nathans, Joan Neuberger, Mark Steinberg, the anony mous readers for Slavic Review, and the members of the Swarthmore College Department of History. I also appreciate the research funds provided by Swarthmore College and thank Duke University Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library for permission to use the illustrations contained in this article.
(as Babel puts it)."3 For every rabbi such as my grandfather who sought refuge in the United States in 1923, there was another Soviet Jew, such as my grandfather's brother-in-law, who stayed behind and took advantage of the opportunities the Soviet regime offered to nonreligious Jews.
Antireligious activists relied on the power of the word to express their message that Judaism served the interests of the Jewish bourgeoisie in tent on exploiting the vast majority of Soviet Jews who eked out meager livelihoods. In the 1920s Soviet representations of religious Jews and Ju daism linked them to the evils of capitalism and the efforts to subvert communism and hold back the march of history. But like early Soviet filmmakers, who recognized that the moving image had the potential to reach more people than written material because it did not require a lit erate audience, the regime's antireligious activists also valued the power of visual imagery to convey the communist message to as broad an au dience as possible. In particular, the pages of various Russian-language antireligious publications provide a treasure trove of visual material that allows us to explore the attitude toward Judaism and observant Jews un der Soviet power. For the most part, the use of visual images has escaped the sustained notice of scholars interested in the history of Soviet Jewish society and culture in the 1920s. One possible explanation is that scholars interested in this topic have relied primarily on Yiddish periodicals and newspapers and overlooked the Russian-language press. Correctly believ ing that the Russian publications devoted most of their space to Russian Orthodoxy, scholars nevertheless have neglected the not inconsiderable space allocated to attacking various aspects of Jewish life and culture, such as Judaism's rituals and holidays, Zionism, and religious traditionalism, as part of a campaign to demystify religion for its readers. These portrayals of Judaism and religious Jews provide the opportunity to explore heretofore overlooked cultural and political dimensions of early Soviet policy toward Jews and Judaism.
Soviet depictions of religious Jews drew upon well-established stereo typical, anti-Jewish motifs such as big noses, thick lips, oversized ears, and greasy, scraggly beards and hair. But they also introduced new and obscure features such as a single eye and a nose in the shape of a fist. I focus on these two physiognomic traits in this article because they reveal the mixing of secular and religious motifs and illuminate the nature of antisemitism in early twentieth-century Russia.4 A vast literature on the history of anti semitism in Europe exists, with most accounts stressing how, for the most part, secular concerns accounted for antisemitic policies and attitudes from the nineteenth century onward. In contrast to earlier manifestations of antisemitism stemming from medieval Christian values and prejudices, antisemitic behavior and beliefs for the past two hundred years have their roots in socioeconomic, political, and ideological developments con nected to the civil and political emancipation of Jews, the development of the nation-state, the spread of capitalism, and the emergence of racial theories that used biology to explain differences among groups of people. In short, historians tend to distinguish between the religiously based Jew hatred of premodern Europe and the racial and political antisemitism of late modern Europe.5 This distinction notwithstanding, the legacy of Christian anti-Judaism continued to influence the form and content of antisemitism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
John Klier offered a corrective to the view that evaluates Jewish poli cies in late imperial Russia and pogroms primarily using the lens of re ligious antisemitism. He noted that "religious prejudice alone" does not explain anti-Jewish attitudes and behavior and stressed that "the easy equation of Jews with the devil and satanic forces" and other myths about Judaism and Jews were "motifs of hatred . . . borrowed by Russia from the West."6 I share this skepticism that tsarist anti-Jewish policies can be ex plained in terms of religious prejudice and concur that social, economic, and political considerations better explain pogroms and government dis crimination against Russian Jewry. Still, the impact of what Klier termed "traditional Russian religious Antisemitism" needs to be reckoned with when we turn to visual depictions of Judaism and its adherents in the early Soviet period. The ritual blood accusation and fear of the Talmud as a text that prescribed the path toward Jewish domination of Christians may have originated in non-Orthodox Christian Europe, but these prejudices were firmly entrenched in Russian religious and popular culture by 1900, sharing the limelight with secular considerations regarding the dangers Jews posed to Christians. The "fantastic, esoteric, or even supernatural" accusations that formed part of the anti-Jewish prejudices of late impe rial Russia continued to shape attitudes toward Jews and Judaism after 1917.7 Likewise, the illustrations examined here support Eugene Avru tin's contention that racialist thinking, especially the belief that Jews possess "an ethno-racial" quality or "innate Jewishness" separate from Judaism, can be noticed to some extent in certain aspects of Russian antitisemi teristics that mark them as Jews regardless of their religious proclivities, though this was a far cry from sharing the premises of biological antisemi tism on the ascendance at this time elsewhere in Europe. As I hope to make clear in what follows, the illustrations examined here indicate that views toward Jews and Judaism in the early Soviet period drew sustenance from religious and secular antisemitism but stopped short of embracing the explicit racism that characterized Nazi antisemitism. A commingling of attitudes, prejudices, beliefs, and customs developed over centuries, with timeworn Christian shibboleths mixing with fears of Jewish economic and political exploitation and a tinge of biological racism to create a vi brant tableau of antisemitism.
This visualization of Judaism and religious Jews in the Soviet Union during the 1920s drew upon the timeworn religious belief that Jews are in cahoots with the devil and possess inhuman traits. As we learn from Joshua Trachtenberg, demonization of the Jews has a long and rich pedigree, emerging in medieval Christian Europe and enjoying an enduring legacy that helped to fuel the antisemitic movements and ideas of the late nine teenth and early twentieth centuries. Trachtenberg had in mind the Nazi movement when he wrote nearly seventy years ago, "the figure of the 'de monic'Jew, less than human, indeed, antihuman, the creation of the me dieval mind, still dominates the folk imagination."9 More recently, Debra Higgs Strickland analyzed the belief that Jews were inhuman, thereby underscoring the long history of depicting Jews as monsters in an effort to visualize the nature of evil.10 In addition, Robert Wistrich has noted that "the kinship of the Jew with Satan was firmly established by the late Middle Ages" and explored how in the twentieth century the Nazis "ex ploited and secularized familiar medieval images of the Jew as ... demons, sorcerers."11 Trachtenberg, Strickland, and Wistrich paid scant attention to Rus sia, but their ideas regarding the linkage between Jews and Satan find particular expression in one Soviet publication?Bezbozhnik u stanka (The godless at the workbench), an antireligious journal from the 1920s in which religious Jews and their god frequently assumed freakish, devil like, and nonhuman physical characteristics. These depictions of rabbis and their congregants did more than poke fun and have a laugh at the expense of organized religion. They were vicious and unforgiving in their attack on the adherents of Judaism, marking observantjews as alien, mon strous, and inhuman. Rich with imagery, the drawings under scrutiny here are also laden with ambiguity and the potential for varied interpretations and diverse readings. This diversity allows us to glimpse the multiple and at times contradictory cultural and religious values and knowledge undergird ing society during the early years of communist rule. This article seeks to uncover the roots of the motifs exhibited in the drawings and assess how readers?Jewish and gentile alike?may have interpreted what they saw. Clearly not all readers of Bezbozhnik u stanka understood the drawings in the same manner. This examination will also highlight the contradic tory aspects of the Kremlin's campaigns against religion and antisemitism. Indeed, the representation of Judaism and religious Jews in Bezbozhnik u stanka may have worked at cross-purposes with the regime's efforts to combat antisemitism. At the same time as these illustrations that drew on antisemitic tropes and motifs demonizing Judaism appeared, the regime was adopting a strident official and public stance against any manifesta tion of popular antisemitism and anti-Jewish animus.
Issued by the Moscow Communist Party between 1923 and 1931, Bez bozhnik u stanka was one of several publications with similar titles that promoted the antireligious values of the regime through a materialist explanation of religion. Along with the newspaper Bezbozhnik and ajour nai also named Bezbozhnik, Bezbozhnik u stanka sought to undermine re ligion's hold on Soviet citizens, be they Muslim, Orthodox Christian, Catholic, or Jewish, through a combination of written texts and visual representations.13 The publications also provided political activists with the material they needed for their work of promoting antireligious senti ment and secular values among the populace. While the overall messages that appeared in the pages of these various publications were remark ably similar, Bezbozhnik u stanka stands apart from the others in terms of its strident, militant tone, which reflected the preferences of its editors, who believed in an aggressive, interventionist campaign against religious institutions. Bezbozhnik u stanka started out as a monthly but turned into a biweekly; a typical issue comprised twenty-four pages with four to eight in color.
Notwithstanding the Communist Party's hostility to organized reli gion, the Kremlin in the 1920s did not (nor did it seek to) have a single "party line" in regard to antireligious tactics. Daniel Peris has noted that Bezbozhnik u stanka followed the preferences of Mariia Kostelovskaia and her supporters in the Moscow Society of the Godless, who had little sym pathy for what they believed to be the moderate tactics of Emirian Iaro slavskii, the party official in charge of the government's religious policy 13 . The Journal Bezbozhnik (The godless, 1925-1941) and the newspaper Bezbozhnik (1922-1934 and 1938-1941) were sponsored by the League of the Godless, which spear headed the antireligious campaign and took its cues from the Kremlin. Another journal sponsored by the League of the Godless, Antireligioznik (The man against religion), ap peared between 1926 and 1941 and was intended to provide propagandists with historical background and methodological preparation. for most of the 1920s. A member of the Central Committee and head of the League of the Godless, Iaroslavskii argued that religious belief and practice could not be wiped out through heavy-handed tactics such as ar bitrarily closing churches, mosques, and synagogues and arresting clergy. Although he tended to get his way in most disputes with more militant antireligious activists, he did not always prevail when it came to editorial disputes with Bezbozhnik u stanka. Nor did he necessarily temper the aggres sive policy of hounding and harassing organized religion in the 1920s.14 Reflecting its name, Bezbozhnik u stanka s intended audience was urban workers, and presumably both Jewish and non-Jewish workers as well as antireligious activists read the journal. It lagged behind other antireli gious publications in terms of the diversity of its readership and tended to rely heavily on illustrations to convey its message, perhaps because the editors believed the visual image offered an easier way of reaching the intended audience.15 During the nine years of its existence, dozens of drawings similar to the ones presented here appeared on its pages, and comparable motifs found expression in other antireligious publications. The drawings examined here offer a small but representative sampling of illustrations concerning Judaism, though drawings about Judaism and religious Jews were a distinct minority of the images published in Bezbozh nik u stanka and other such publications.16 The messages of these draw ings were not novel, but their visual depiction was sometimes unusual and unsettling.
In his book on political cartoons, Charles Press describes three kinds of political cartoons?the descriptive, the laughing satirical, and the de structive satirical. Destructive satire is "meant to be cruel and to hurt. . . the message says unmistakably 'These creatures that I criticize are not human; they should not be allowed to exist.' "17 To complement the gov ernment's offensive against the institutional and spiritual foundations of organized religion, the editors of Bezbozhnik u stanka did not shy away from using grotesque caricatures and antisemitic stereotypes to deliver their message. Caricatures of dehumanized religious Jews surely caught the eyes of readers who might then pick up the journal for a more thor ough reading. Such illustrations also facilitated the activists' work because they contributed in no small measure to viewers distancing themselves from the subject, thereby making it all the more likely that readers would accept the harsh criticism of Judaism that the drawings conveyed. By Replete with unflattering portrayals of religious Jews and unsavory stories about Judaism and its rites and rituals, Bezbozhnik u stanka stressed the superiority of a secular worldview and Soviet culture over the obscu rantist and exploitative religious world of shtetl Jewry. From the regime's perspective, the production and use of visual images that promoted secu lar values was an integral part of its broader project of building socialist culture and society by fanning the flames of class conflict on di yidishe gas (the Jewish street). Not surprisingly, the journal used a didactic, strident "class" line that glorified proletarian values and showed how religion and capitalism worked together to ensure the Jewish bourgeoisie's strangle hold on Jewish society.18 Regardless of whether the stories focused on genuine events in Poland in the 1920s or used fictional characters and settings to explain why Jews under the tsars lived in poverty, these ac counts highlighted the exploitation and oppression endured by working class Jews at the hands of rabbis doing the bidding of capitalists. A crude materialist framework explained all aspects of Jewish life, from the origins of religious holidays and rituals to the contemporary circumstances of im poverished Jews. The parallels between the conflation of rabbis and Jewish bourgeoisie in the 1920s and the identification of the Russian Orthodox clergy with the kulak during the initial years of collectivization are strik ing, particularly in how these associations served the regime's political agenda.19
Sometimes Jews are portrayed as embodying the spirit of capitalism and relying on Judaism to buttress their socioeconomic standing. This is especially true of rabbis, who were always depicted as the willing accom plices of the Jewish bourgeoisie. At other times, however, Jews are shown to play the role of victim who falls prey to the machinations of religious officials and capitalists. Certain articles of clothing such as shoes, hats, trousers, and jackets serve as markers for class and religiosity. Even body type is significant, with capitalist Jews depicted as overfed, fat, and self satisfied. Jewish proletarians are invariably male, often weak and defense less, but heroic and muscular if they have acquired the political conscious ness needed to join the ranks of the revolution.
Women are mostly absent from the drawings presented here. Else where in the pages of Bezbozhnik u stanka they appear either as the op pressed and downtrodden compatriots of male workers or as the crass, materialist wives of rabbis and Jewish capitalists.20 In some instances, According to antireligious artists and writers, rabbis did more than just the bidding of the capitalist exploiters of the common Jew: the com plex set of Jewish dietary laws and rituals worked to keep the average Jew impoverished, while ensuring rabbis and others a decent living. For ex ample, once a year religious dictates required Jews to clean their kitchens of all food that was not deemed kosher for Passover. The added expense of buying new food was compounded by the fact that rabbis frequently enjoyed a monopoly on the sale of Passover items, particularly the special flour for baking matzah. As the antireligious activists saw it, these unnec essary extra expenses went directly into the rabbis' pockets. This system of religious directives served only to keep the rank-and-file Jew downtrod den and beholden to religious authorities, thereby contributing to the socioeconomic and political oppression of capitalism. The aura of doing God's work and the authority of the clergy (especially rabbis) were seen as supporting the system in which workers were to obey their employers and accept their living and working conditions. Figure 1 shows Jehovah, Allah, Buddha, and the Christian god assisted by Jesus attending to their respective flocks. Behind each deity stands a capitalist literally holding the tethers attached to each god's congregants. In the first panel from the left, the text reads: "Question: Which god is nature. Interestingly, the story on the mikva precedes one written by a physician who claims to expose the link between religious prejudice and the prevalence of venereal dis ease among Russian men and women. Bezbozhnik u stanka, 1924, no. 6: 16 and 17. real? Answer: All gods are real so long as the master supports them." The message is clear: the capitalists control society and use religion to instill obedience among believers. The next panel notes: "Religion is, always and everywhere, a weapon of class rule. Religion helps the ruling classes control the thoughts of workers for whatever benefits the ruling classes. If a religion grows out of date, they change it. But the change in religion only means that a worn-out, decrepit bridle is replaced with a new, up-to date one." Judaism served the interests of the bourgeoisie by encouraging docil ity among the workers. In figure 2, a stout, well-dressed man wearing a top hat?a marker of the capitalist in the socialist and communist press in Europe and the United States-^?tells the assembled workers, presumably his employees, to listen to what the rabbi says because 'Jehovah speaks through his mouth." Figure 3 are the children of one God. You toil, and I will trade?this is the way it should be and Jehovah wants it this way. But if you sell to the atheist goyim and listen to them, then misfortune will befall us, the Jews, andjehovah."21 The reference to selling to "the atheist goyim" is a not-too-subtle jibe at the supposed clannishness of Jews. Watching over the Jewish shopkeeper is a one-eyed Jewish god with two fangs, a reminder of the supposed blood sucking tendencies of Jewish businessmen (the significance of the single eye is discussed later in this article). The worker's gnarled, calloused hands stand in sharp contrast to the smooth hands of his boss. The bourgeois's artifice underscores the communist belief that ob servant Jews pray to an illusionary god, a god who has no independent existence outside the self-serving machinations of the bourgeoisie. The fact that the capitalist, a class enemy of the revolution, wears a mask to de ceive those whom he exploits underscores the Bolsheviks' preoccupation with political transparency. The fear that socialism's enemies concealed their true selves dominated the Kremlin's thinking and characterized the political witch hunts of the 1920s and 1930s. The regime exhorted society to unmask the enemies of the people in order to expose these efforts to fool the proletariat.23
The pictures of the Jewish god published in Bezbozhnik u stanka, vir tually since its inception, depict a god with one eye. In these drawings a single eye dominates the face, which frequently features a long, white beard, thick lips, and big ears. The one-eyed Jehovah is usually wearing a prayer shawl and phylacteries. For example, the cover of the April 1923 issue (figure 7) depicts, from left to right, the Jewish god, the Christian god, and the Muslim god. All three deities have bushy beards and halos, and they appear to be enjoying themselves as they look down upon three angels with varying expressions listening to an iconic Jesus read from an earlier issue.24 Arrayed to the right of Jesus, the first angel holds his hands to his face with an expression of shock or horror, the next listens intently, while the third wears a mischievous grin that suggests he is relishing what he is hearing. The deities are all somewhat comical, but only the Jewish god has any inhuman physical attributes, namely the single eye and a nose in the shape of a fist.
In the next issue, a full-page illustration shows a barefoot Jehovah with one eye, thick lips, a long straggly beard, and no nose at all, wearing phylacteries and a skull cap. Suspended inside Jehovah's sagging (per 24. The editors added "u stanka" soon after they issued the second number in order to distinguish the journal from the newspaper Bezbozhnik. Figure 10 underscores the connection between Jews and capitalists by depicting a religious Jewish industrialist (again note the prayer shawl, phylacteries, sidelocks, spats, top hat, distended stomach, and watch fob) praying to God, who appears as a heavenly visage emanating from the smokestacks of the factories in the background. God's emanation from the smokestacks reinforces the communists' argument that religion is a ruse conjured up by capitalists to ensure their domination over the work ers. Once again, this one-eyed god possesses the other identifying attri butes, particularly sidelocks, beard, prayer shawl, phylacteries, and hands analyses of visual images require us to understand the values, attitudes, be liefs, and knowledge ("cultural repertoires" in Bonnell's words) of those viewing the images.29 One function of political art is to "provide a visual script, an incantation designed to conjure up new modes of thinking and conduct." Yet Bonnell cautions that "however powerful and persuasive these images may have been, however shrewdly they incorporated pop ular mythologies, viewers' responses were unpredictable because visual representations are inherently polyvalent."30 The absence of an explana tory text that could help decode and demystify the drawings' imagery enhanced the likelihood that typical readers of these publications would interpret what they saw using the "cultural repertoires" at their disposal. Press notes that "fancy artistic practices" can obscure an artist's political intent because the "allusions may be too complex, elaborate or obscure. They may also get too involved."31 But Katherine Verdery believes that symbols are politically effective if their meanings are ambiguous, thereby allowing diverse audiences a range of possible multiple interpretations. Not all people will understand the symbols, or in this case the posters, in the same manner, but it is their very ambiguity that mobilizes groups of people politically.32
These representations of the Jewish god are a case in point. What is the significance of a god whose nose in the shape of a fist gives new meaning to the stereotype of a hook-nosed Jew? And would a public less educated than the artists who drew the pictures recognize the sign of the priestly benediction, understand why Jehovah stands barefoot, and have an inkling of the significance of the Talmud if no explanation was pro vided? Since the artists did not elucidate their imagery and motifs, readers of Bezbozhnik u stanka lacked verbal guidance on how to interpret the drawings as the artists intended, notwithstanding the difficulties of know ing their intentions in the first place. Did readers understand only some of the images and ignore those that were not comprehensible? In other words, could these drawings, which qualify as political cartoons, be an ef fective form of propaganda if their messages were too opaque and arcane? And why challenge readers with intricate images when propaganda works best when presented simply? Definitive answers to these questions are not easily reached, and in some instances evidence does not exist that would permit this. Still, it is possible to explore the range of interpretive pos sibilities and offer some tentative conclusions, no matter how speculative they may be. 31. Press, Political Cartoon, 20-21. "A good cartoon does not contain unnecessary complications in its imagery. ... A related point is that the imagery should not get too complicated, because the artist may run the danger of saying more than he or she wants to say" (22-23, emphasis in the original). The artist also runs the risk of saying less than was intended, however, leaving a viewer who cannot or does not understand the cartoon. 32. Katherine Verdery, "Whither 'Nation' and 'Nationalism'?" Daedulus 122, no. 3
Depicting the Jewish god with a single eye suggests several possible allusions. The single eye could refer to the all-seeing and all-knowing Jehovah, a symbol of monotheism. The Jewish god has no physical mani festation, but the single eye may represent the unity that Jehovah embod ies. Or it might be an allusion to the belief expressed in the Midrash that Jehovah has one eye in order to watch over the Jews. In some German synagogues, one eye above the Ark where the Torah is kept symbolized God's protection. A single eye also appears on some tombstones in Jewish cemeteries.33
On the other hand, the single eye may be nothing other than an ex pression of the evil eye. Russian popular culture is rich with references to the evil eye, which can symbolize envy, jealousy, hatred, and even stingi ness.34 The artists may have simply been giving expression to the senti ment that Judaism and its defenders wished the worst for the Bolsheviks.
It bears noting, however, that the evil eye tends to exist on a conceptual level, and we encounter its visual representation infrequently.35 Moreover, visual depictions of the single eye were frequently employed as protec tion against the evil eye.36 Indeed, discussions and depictions of the other remedies, gestures, charms, amulets, and behaviors believed to counter the evil eye's baleful effect were also more plentiful than depictions of the eye itself. In addition, the fact that "single-eyed" connotes sincerity, straightforwardness, and honesty only highlights the contradictory mean ings of this image and casts doubt on the argument that the one-eyed god possesses the evil eye.37 Orthodox Russians would have been accustomed to seeing images of the single eye. Drawing upon the work of Boris Uspensky, Bonnell notes that as late as the nineteenth century, Russian icon painters painted the velikii glaz (the great eye) on icons and wrote the word "God" underneath as a way to capture the viewer's attention.38 It is likely that the artists drew upon this repository of folk belief rather than the more arcane and un familiar territory of Judaism. But just as we cannot know what the artists responsible for these drawings had in mind, the artists could not be sure that the readers of Bezbozhnik u stanka would share their understanding of the single eye, whatever that may have been. Indeed, the artists may have deliberately used imagery that is open to multiple readings. 33 Another possible interpretation of the single eye involves the associa tion between Freemasonry and Judaism. A familiar symbol of the Free masons, this eye is best known to Americans as the one in the pyramid on the back of the one-dollar bill. During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries conservative political forces and antis?mites fostered the fic tion that a worldwide Judeo-Masonic conspiracy existed, with some posit ing a connection with Jewish mysticism.39 Detractors of Freemasons also believed that the latter were simply disguised Jews who worshipped the devil in the form of a goat. Such a belief was in common currency in Eu rope at the turn of the twentieth century and no doubt found a receptive home among some of Russia's educated public. After 1917 enemies of the communist regime blamed the supposed Judeo-Masonic conspiracy for the revolutionary upheaval that had engulfed Russia. But the Bolsheviks also found it politically useful to label Freemasons as enemies of the revo lution.40 Artists for Bezbozhnik u stanka may have drawn upon this popular association between Jews and Freemasons in their effort to denigrate both groups as counterrevolutionary forces. Figure 11 was drawn sometime in the early 1920s by Dmitrii Moor, an artist well known for his revolutionary enthusiasm. Each of the two teapots shown here is emblazoned with a pyramid containing a single eye, providing a clear link between the one eye and Freemasonry. The angel holding the copy of Bezbozhnik u stanka delivers the message, "We have settled accounts with the earthly tsars, and now we are taking on the heav enly ones."
The single eye can also be linked to socioeconomic conditions in the Soviet Union during the 1920s. One frequent criticism of the New Eco nomic Policy (NEP) was that it hindered the building of socialism by pro moting market relations and private trade. In particular, scathing attacks accused so-called NEPmen of taking advantage of imbalances in supply and demand and making exorbitant profits by providing urban inhabit ants with food and other commodities. In figure 12 from 1927, a single eyed Jehovah with earthly clothes and human features, except for the one eye, is linked to a not-so-subtle criticism of NEP. Given the popular image of the Jew as capitalist willing to charge customers whatever the market would bear, it is not surprising that Jehovah (in this instance Jehovah is not spelled in reverse) sports a cravat bearing the inscription "NEPman." The lack of a beard and sidelocks suggests the efforts of some Jewish com munity leaders to enhance Judaism's appeal to younger congregants. For example, one synagogue in Moscow attempted to stem the exodus of con gregants by hiring a new cantor and choir and making the building more fashionable through repairs and upgrades. Even though it is unlikely that the rabbi of the congregation shaved (or was encouraged to do so), the artist chose to link the synagogue's efforts to clean up the "look" of Juda ism with the rabbi's supposed grooming habits. 41 Though Jews had been condemned as NEPmen elsewhere in the press and public discussions, figure 12 and others like it mark the first time that Judaism itself was targeted in a specific attack on NEP in the pages of Bez bozhnik u stanka. Although NEPmen were treated as a necessary evil, their activities bothered the regime's officials, and the timing (that is, 1927) of this explicit link between Judaism and the perceived shortcomings of NEP is rooted in more than the belief that Jews were inordinately involved in commerce. The appearance of this drawing owes much to the dispute rag ing within the party regarding the future of NEP. The drawing is clearly designed to stimulate hostility to NEP by highlighting the Jewish connec tion.42 As Alan Ball writes in his study of NEPmen, "the stereotypical, odi 41. Bezbozhnik u stanka, 1927, no. 7: 10, no. 8: 7, and no. 9: cover. 42. The connection among NEP, Jews, and Judaism continued to resonate even after the decisive turn against NEP a year or two later. An issue of the newspaper Bezbozhnik from 1930 shows a drawing of a rabbi with the inscription "NEPman." The illustration accompanied an article on how to make antireligious costumes for celebrating 7 Novem ous private trader was often assumed to be Jewish, and thus antisemitism and popular aversion to the Nepmen fed on each other."43
Since medieval times, oversized noses have been signs of evil. And the Jew with a large nose is a familiar, timeworn antisemitic stereotype, so the appearance of this image in Bezbozhnik u stanka should not surprise the reader. Nor is it surprising that Allah also has a larger-than-life nose, suggesting that Jews and Muslim Arabs shared a Semitic physiognomy in the eyes of the artists drawing for the journal.44 But what is the meaning of portraying the nose as a closed fist with the thumb extending between the second and third fingers as in figure 7 ? One possibility is the connection to the word kulak, which means "fist" and refers to well-off peasants who exploited poorer peasants. In the context of NEP, though, the word could easily be applied to Jews.
Another possibility is that the imagery refers to the mano infica (the " fig" hand) where the tip of the thumb is thrust between the middle and index fingers. The gesture has been commonly employed in Europe to ward off the evil eye, with many people wearing amulets and good-luck charms with the mano in fica. But it is also an insulting gesture that in dicates indignation. In addition, it is equivalent to thumbing one's nose at someone or telling someone to "get lost." In some contexts it may also mean "up yours," serve as an obscene sexual invitation, or refer to female genitalia.45 Simply put, the Jewish god in figure 7 is telling the viewer to go to hell. Since this gesture enjoyed currency in pre-1914 Russian society and was surely known among the general populace, its various meanings would not have been lost on most Russians.46
In addition to representing the Jewish god as single-eyed and having a nose that thumbs itself at the reader or some other person in the drawing, some pictorial representations add a goat to the mix. Figure 13 worker is literally unveiling the truth about religion. The reference to the opening of the curtains of the Ark that contains the Torah scrolls, the revealed truth of God, is striking. But unlike other Jewish gods we have encountered, this one is wearing a top hat emblazoned with a double headed eagle, the insignia of the Romanov dynasty, thereby underscoring the link between autocracy and religion. Moreover, when rotated ninety degrees to the right, the face of Jehovah bears a striking resemblance to a goat (with 'Jehovah" written on its snout). Lightning bolts emanate from around its head and hurde toward the congregants. The caption reads, "Now is the time to disperse the fog that the bourgeoisie has let loose on you. Down with this bastard of a religion." Given the religious foundations of Russian society and culture, the association between a goat and the Jews would undoubtedly have reso nated for Russian readers of Bezbozhnik u stanka. As Trachtenberg wrote, the medieval Christian believed that the goat was "the devil's favorite ani mal. ... So close was the relation between them that an early fifteenth century illustration picturing four Jews . . . represents Satan himself as having goat's horns. The purport of this association of Jew and goat is quite unmistakable. A fifteenth-century sculptured figure in a Flemish church shows a Jew astride a goat, facing its rear; the animal's hind hoofs are cloven, and its forefeet end in claws."47 This association still enjoyed popularity at the beginning of the twen tieth century because it was reinforced by, and perhaps had its origins in, popular legends and biblical texts such as Matthew's account of the Last Judgment when the good (sheep) will be placed near God's right hand and the bad (goats) will be placed near God's left hand before being thrown into the eternal fire. As W. F. Ryan notes, "Perhaps for this reason one of the euphemisms for the Devil in some parts of Russia is simply levyi, 'the left one.' "48 Despite their secularist agenda and their efforts to mobilize society against organized religion, the contributors to Bezbozhnik u stanka evidently relied on religious culture to conjure up the image of Given their artistic training and the prevalence of religious motifs in Russian culture, it is not surprising that the influence of Russian Ortho dox icon painting is evident in their drawings. Figure 7 , for example, is replete with Russian Orthodox iconography: the three deities, represent ing the Trinity, are seated with their knees facing forward, and a dove, representing the Holy Spirit, rests on the right knee of the Christian god. The artists could reasonably assume that most Russian Orthodox viewers of the drawing would have at least some inkling of its religious frame of reference. Similarly, figure 11 would have likely conjured up images of the Last Supper.
But although the source of Orthodox Christian iconography can be explained without too much difficulty, the inspiration for Moor's and Cheremnykh's depictions of observant Jews and their god is murkier. To be sure, portraying Jews with large hooked noses, big ears, and thick lips is certainly not surprising given the deep roots of these stereotypes in Eu ropean and Russian culture at the time. But knowledge of more obscure Jewish religious rituals and observances indicates an intimacy that suggests intensive study or detailed discussions with others, undoubtedly Jews, who shared their knowledge of Judaism with the artists. Existing materials do not allow us to resolve this matter with certainty, but it is reasonable to piction of the Christian god from the writer Lev Tolstoi and the anarchist Petr Kropotkin, both of whom had long, flowing white beards (75 assume that Moor and Cheremnykh turned to their associates, many of whom were from Jewish families, at Bezbozhnik u stanka, in the League of the Godless, and elsewhere in the party and government bureaucra cies for guidance, inspiration, and ideas. Many radical Jews embraced the Bolshevik cause and spearheaded efforts to spread revolution within the Jewish community.55 Iaroslavskii, for example, the head of the League of the Godless, was a Jew born Minei Israilovich Gubel'man. Many of these activists came from religiously observant families, and notwithstanding their break from the world of their parents and grandparents, these Jew ish Bolsheviks undoubtedly possessed first-hand experience with Jewish religious life that they could pass on to gentile colleagues.
The portrayal of the Jewish god with grotesque features paralleled de pictions of the revolution's enemies in political posters.56 Indeed, the Bol sheviks frequently depicted their political opponents in inhuman, bestial terms. Beginning in the late 1920s, for example, the accusations lodged against Lev Trotskii and his supporters rendered the accused into mon sters since only inhuman monsters could commit such heinous crimes. Village priests and peasants who resisted collectivization and viewed the Kremlin's policies as harbingers of the anti-Christ were also portrayed in monstrous terms. Indeed, the representation of religious Jews in Bezbo zhnik u stanka preceded the pictorial depictions of Trotskyites and other "enemies of the people" and may have provided inspiration for these characterizations. Equating religious and capitalist Jews falls within the parameters of Bolshevik thinking and practice.
It is difficult to know what a Jewish reader would see when looking at the drawings. An increasing number of Soviet Jews were living outside the traditional Jewish religious, cultural, and social way of life, but even these acculturated Jews unsurprisingly had a better chance than gentile readers of grasping the specifically Jewish religious references in the drawings.57 the Negro god and imps differ, in both drawings they have horns. In ad dition, the backdrop of teetering churches, mosques, and synagogues in both drawings suggest that they are on the verge of collapsing.
Moreover, the red tinge that appears on the fingers of the various gods in several drawings (figures 7, 11, and 14) conjures up images of bloodstained hands and reinforces the message that religion is murder ous, impure, and dangerous, particularly for the younger generation.59 Undoubtedly, the depiction of Jews with blood on their hands prompted thoughts of the infamous blood libel, the accusation that Jews need the blood of gentiles for certain religious rites and the baking of matzah.
From the regime's perspective, people were redeemable, even if reli gion was not. Bezbozhnik u stanka generally distinguished between deities and clergy, on the one hand, and ordinary people, on the other, who, 59. In the 1920s it was not an uncommon practice for the regime to accuse Orthodox priests of sodomy and pedophilia as a way to condemn organized religion as the corrupter of youth. 61. I thank Mark Steinberg for helping me with these ideas and coming up with the word "hazardous" to describe the impact of using antisemitic sentiments in Bezbozhnik u stanka. paid little attention to Judaism, preferring to focus on the Jews' supposedly racial threat and economic and political exploitation of Germans. One exception was the connection drawn between the Talmud and the Jews' behavior that contributed to Jewish domination of German society. The artists who drew for Bezbozhnik u stanka may have found it intel lectually and politically convenient to dehumanize Jews because the devil analogy paralleled the Manichean worldview of the communist regime. As Elaine Pagels stressed in The Origin of Satan, secular fundamentalists view social and political conflict as a struggle between good and evil. This apocalyptic view of human society is one legacy of the Christian emphasis on Satan and the accompanying belief that Christians' "enemies are evil and beyond redemption."63 Furthermore, Pagels suggested that "Satan is a way of perceiving opponents. You may not believe the mythology of such a universe, but it's in you, a background perception."64 Such an approach helps to explain the ease with which artists such as Moor and Cheremnykh presented images of Judaism that corresponded to those found in parts of the Christian scriptures.
Der
Despite the regime's cautionary stance and concern not to offend re ligious sensibilities through propaganda, artists such as Moor and Cher emnykh and the editors of Bezbozhnik u stanka apparently ignored the warning, an indication that central directives were not always heeded, especially given the radical tendencies of the Moscow League of the God less. In 1919 and again in 1921, the Communist Party expressed the con cern that insulting the religious sentiments of believers would reinforce religious belief and play into the hands of the Soviet Union's enemies. A "soft" approach to religion characterized party policy until 1927 when re pressive measures against clerics and religious institutions were revived.65 It also lends support to the view that high Soviet authorities in the 1920s did not exercise, or even seek, total control of the media. The antireli gious campaign was an important part of the Kremlin's policy in the 1920s and remained so after the end of NEP. The artists who published in Bez bozhnik u stanka may not have believed that their portrayals of religious Jews and the Jewish god with grotesques physical features would offend secular Jews. Or perhaps they were simply indifferent. The artists who drew Jehovahs with one eye and noses comprised of closed fists may not have intended for their depictions to buttress antisemitism. Nor did they necessarily believe that their caricatures were antisemitic, though we lack the evidence to know for certain. The same thing can be said about the explicit racist imagery in figure 11 . In both instances the artists would, we can imagine, protest accusations that their political art reproduced and promoted antisemitism and racism. But the uncomfortable truth is that by drawing inspiration from a wellspring of anti-Jewish stereotypes and prejudices entrenched in Russian secular and religious culture they were probably incapable of grasping why their drawings could be labeled antisemitic or might bolster anti-Jewish feelings. This attitude would, in turn, reinforce prejudices toward Jews as an ethno-racial group of people whose physiognomy, along with their religion, marked them as essentially different from the rest of society and body politic. Intent on creating atheists, Bezbozhnik u stanka's artists not only reinforced existing stereo types and fears with their drawings that enjoyed wide dissemination, but they also created new images such as the one-eyed Jehovah with a fist for a nose. In the 1920s, for example, Moor and Cheremnykh's drawings (sometimes duplicates of what appeared in the journal) often appeared in other Bezbozhnik publications and inspired other artists who drew on the motifs.
After the demise of Bezbozhnik u stanka in 1931, drawings of Jews with hooked noses and Jehovah with one eye continued to appear in other antireligious publications, albeit much less frequently than in the 1920s.66
The illustrations of the 1930s concentrated on demonstrating the sup posed alliance between organized religion and fascism and other foreign threats to the Soviet Union, and it was not uncommon to see drawings of rabbis toting guns and wearing prayer shawls emblazoned with swastikas. The diminished attention paid to Judaism was also due to the energy now devoted to highlighting how organized religion, particularly the Russian Orthodox Church and its clergy, were undermining the regime's efforts to transform the socioeconomic landscape of the country through industri alization, urbanization, and collectivization.67 Also, the regime may have viewed the publication of Der apikoyres (The atheist), the Yiddish coun terpart of Bezbozhnik, as a sufficient use of resources in the fight against Judaism. During its brief existence between 1931 and 1935, Der apikoyres employed images similar to those found in Bezbozhnik u stanka, as did Der ernes (Truth), the communist, Yiddish daily that was the equivalent of the Russian-language Pravda.68
As other historians have noted, the Kremlin's attempt to sow the seeds of atheism failed. The suppression of religion in institutional and struc tural terms did not necessarily translate into an increase in nonbelief among the populace. Closing houses of worship and harassing clergy were easier than erasing the belief systems of the religiously observant. Not only were antireligious activists too few in number, overworked, poorly trained, and ill-prepared, but they frequently did not understand the ideas and 
